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Determined to move abroad to study, she arrived first of all in Austria, Wien. 
Then on Italy where she studied at the Fine Art Academy of Venice which 
eventually led to her being offered a scholarship residency in Spain. 
Continuing on her further education, in the 2009 she arrived in Berlin where 
she attended a master course at the Institute for Spatial Experiment, a 
program run by the Universität der Kunst Berlin ran by Prof. Olafur Eliasson. 
In 2010 she left for New York through a second scholarship. She finally 
returned to Berlin for her final examination in 2011. Today she seems to be 
settled in the Capital of Germany, though she still defines herself as a nomad. 
In her words, the constant moving from one country to another during the last 
18 years determined who she is today: an artist who will never truly settle 
down, always in search of answers. 
 
There is a strong motivation to investigate aspects of migrations through 
Oravecz’s work, emphasized by combining her participative support towards 
socio-political local realities into the art. Her calling is highlighting 
disconcerting aspects of the European Community geo-political praxis. 
Extremely Explicit is her last strong work where she reveals reflections 
concerning the practices of the European Community and the biased 
treatment between Western and Eastern European Countries. 
 
Participating in the 17th Serbian Biennale (See Art Gates: States of Reality 
curated by Marijana Kolarić), Oravecz presented works reflecting the 
inhospitable attitudes she had experienced within the EU towards non EU 
citizens, difficulties of Eastern Europeans to moving to Western European 
Countries and construction of the Hungarian border wall, built to prevent 
migrants to enter Hungary and the EU. The work titled Wire, 2016, is an awe-
inspiring work which alludes to the border barrier through use of barbed wire. 
The two wall-installation works, Windless, Variations for the EU Flag Nr.1 and 
Nr.2, 2016, represent variations of the European Union's flag. The first is 
composed of 12 Japanese shuriken and the other formed by 12 different 
kitchen knives. Furthermore, the sculpture Welcome to the EU (2016), is a 
welcome to Europe sign, which is seen through a circle cylinder from the EU 
symbol. The symbol has been shaped with iron stars, almost becoming 
almost a weapon. 
 
In an alarming moment of fear and general insecurity, the artist's wish is to 
make people reflect, understand and eventually contrast unfair practices. 
Offering a reflection on the mission of the European Community and its 
decisions, her work directs the attention to certain aspects that should be 
known and considered by all. The work, vibrant of critic statements, cries out 
the artist's jarring and discordant point of view. Through her engaged oeuvre 
she declares that contemporary art should be based on reality, reflect our 



times and has the ability to talk to everyone. The intense and powerful 
statement that she constantly pushes towards the limits is an excellent 
example of how art can reach people, opening them up to reflections and 
prompt necessary considerations. 
 
Oravecz won the public competition by FKSE, the Studio of Young Artists 
Association in Budapest, where she presented her personal visa on a giant 
public billboard. The project, Billboard Project (Time Lost), is a majestic 
illustration of her frustrating residency permit for foreigners. The work was 
commissioned, realized and then set up for exhibition. In 2016 the FKSE 
received a warning from Budapest Council saying that the billboard was life-
threatening and it needed to be demolished. They were given only 8 days to 
present any legal appeal. Before the 8 days was up, the giant poster artwork 
was completely painted black. By concealing the motive which related why the 
billboard was considered life - threatening, the act rather revealed the fact that 
it was a made up as an excuse to censure and eliminate the political work 
from the public view as soon as possible. 
 
In past and present eloquent work, strong as it is poetic, Oravecz poses 
actual and relevant issues regarding the European Union agenda and the 
following geo-political consequences. 
 
Timea Anita Oravecz, having faced numerous bureaucratic complications to 
gain her foreigner permissions, finally got all the rights to live and work on the 
1st of May 2011. When Germany finally opened the current job market, it 
created the possibility to have a direct working contract for citizens of 
Countries who joined the EU in 2004. 
 
Investigating new ways to address urgent issues, she tries to help other 
migrants that, like her, need help them with the struggle to receive legal 
requirements to stay. Moreover, working with deep dedication on topics that 
involve the entire European Community system, she makes statements with 
her virtuous work by shining a light on unfair and extremely complicated policy 
decisions, hoping to generate awareness and tolerance through genuinely 
welcoming practices. 
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